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Basis of Investi ation

On February 15, 1984, a request for investigative assistance (EXHIBIT (1))
was received from John P. HARTIN, Regional Administrator, Region V, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Cemission, .Walnut Creek, CA, concerning a complaint
from a Howard P. Foley Company guality Control {gC) Supervisor at the

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, San Luis Obispo, CA that he had been

threatened and intimidated by another Howard P. Foley gC Supervisor and

that two gC inspectors had been threatened by the same individual to either
sign off on quality documents or be fired.

~Sn~osis

A gC Supervisor employed by the Howard P. Foley Company, a contracted
electrical firm at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant {DCNPP), San Luis

Obispo, CA, reported to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission (NRC)

Resident Inspector at the DCNPP. that he had been threatened by his
Assistant gC Supervisor. In addition, he claimed that two other gC .

inspectors had been threatened with termination by the Assistant gC

Supervisor for not signing off on quality documents.

The gC Supervisor was interviewed by Investigators from the Office of
Investigations Field Office, Region II, NRC, and claimed that during a

discussion with his Assistant gC Supervisor over H.P. Foley Work Request

E-11O3, his assistant threatened to "bash his head in" if he did n« stay
out of his {assistant's) work area. The gC supervisor stated that he left
the area of the argument because he fe1t this was the best course of
action. He further indicated that three other gC inspectors in his section

had been threated by his assistant. The gC supervisor related that he had

reported the incident to his gC managers at the H.P. Foley Company and the

Pacific Gas and. Electric Company's (PGKE) (the licensee at DCNPP) Hotline
without getting what he considered a satisfactory solution to his problem.

The gC supervisor claimed that management's solution of the problem consis-
ted of both he and his assistant being called into the Assistant 0C Mana-

ger's office and told that they would learn to get along or be terminated,
and then subsequently being asked to sign a memorandum indicating that they
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had resolved their differences. He stated that he and his assistant signed
the document because he thought it was general in nature and he considered
it H.P. Foley's method of "quick fixing" the problem. However the QC

Supervisor claimed that he did not consider the issue of the threat re-
solved. On March 19, 1984, the QC supervisor was demoted to'C inspector
and indicated that in his opinion, the demotion resulted from him bringing
the matter to the attention of the NRC.

During the course of the investigation, eight QC inspectors, who are
members of the same section as the QC supervisor and his assistant,'were
interviewed concerning their knowledge of the threat made against their QC

supervisor by his assistant and any threats which might have been made

against them by either the QC supervisor of his assistant. One of the QC

inspectors stated that not only did he overhear the Assistant QC Supervisor
threaten the QC Supervisor with physical harm but had been threatened
himself by the Assistant QC Supervisor. According to this QC inspector, he

was threatened as the result of an argument over an issue that was finally
resolved in his favor. Another QC inspector said he was threatened with
termination on several occasions by the Assistant QC Supervisor during
arguments occurring from differing opinions on code interpretations. This
inspector related that all of the QC inspectors were having problems with
the Assistant QC Supervisor and when they met with him to discuss their
differences, he became upset. The QC inspector stated that he was

subsequently confronted by the Assistant QC Supervisor and threatened with
termination because of the meeting. Two other QC inspectors stated that
they were called aside and threatened with termination by the Assistant, QC

Supervisor because they were arguing over an interpretation of code in
front of construction personnel. One of the two QC inspectors stated that
in his opinion, the threat was not warranted, as it is common practice on a

construction site to have differing opinions among QC inspectors. The

other QC inspector involved in the incident substantiated the threat by the
Assistant QC Supervisor and added that he had also been threatened with
termination by the Assistant QC Supervisor for leaving his work area
without taking his beeper with him. This QC inspector stated that in his
opinion, neither incident mer ited a "job threatening" type of counselling.
Another QC inspector stated that although he was not threatened by the
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Assistant gC Supervisor, on one occasion the Assistant gC Supervisor tried
to pressure him into not completing an inspection report on a defective
item. However, the gC inspector stated that the inspection report was

written and the matter resolved. Another gC inspector, who was mentioned

during the interview of the gC Supervisor as being threatened by the
Assistant gC Supervisor, was not available for interview. However, docu-

ments in the files of the. H.P. Foley Company's gC Director indicate that
this particular gC inspect)II had apparently. been told by the Assistant gC

Supervisor to sign off on a document which he believed was incorrect.
According to the information contained in the documents, a meeting was held
between the gC inspector, his supervisors, and the gC management staff
concerning his problem. The meeting resulted in the preparation of a

memorandum indicating that the gC inspector was correct and the counselling
of both the gC Supervisor and Assistant gC Supervisor about requiring a 0C

inspector to sign off on something he does not believe is correct. Of the
eight gC inspectors interviewed, six felt that the Assistant gC Supervisor
used "Gestapo" tactics to supervise the section; that the promotion to
assistant supervisor went to his head; and that they did not believe that
he was very competent. Two of the gC inspectors interviewed thought the
Assistant gC Supervisor did a good job and one stated he did not believe
the Assistant gC Supervisor would threaten the gC Supervisor. With the
exception of the one gC indpector who said he overheard the argument, all
of the gC inspectors interviewed stated that they did not witness the
incident and were either told by the gC Supervisor or told by other gC

inspectors that the threat resulted from an argument over the Assistant gC

Supervisor not being scheduled for overtime. The vast majority of the 0C

inspectors interviewed claimed that the Assistant gC Supervisor constantly
pursued ways to generate overtime hours.

Another H.P. Foley gC Supervisor, from the H.P. Foley Heating, Ventilating,
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) section, was interviewed and stated he was

occupying the trailer with the gC Supervisor when he (gC Supervisor) was

approached and asked to step outside of the trailer by the Assistant gC

Supervisor. The HVAC gC Supervisor stated that he could not hear much of
the discussion but was able to hear overtime mentioned. He claimed that he

did not hear the threat but did hear the gC Supervisor tell his assistant
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not to threaten him. He also stated that he heard the Assistant gC Super-

visor deny threatening the gC Supervisor. The HVAC gC Supervisor stated
that he did not believe that the Assistant gC Supervisor would carry out

any threat.

The Assistant gC Manager, gC Manager and gC Oirector for the H.P. Foley

Company at the DCNPP were .interviewed concerning their knowledge and

disposition of the threat directed toward the gC Supervisor by his assis-
tant. They all acknowledged being informed of the threat by the gC Super-

visor but thought the matter was part of an ongoing.p'ersonality conflict
between the gC Supervisor, with a passive management style, and his assis-
tant, with a very aggressive approach to supervision. The Assistant 9C

Manager admitted informing both the'gC Supervisor and his assistant that if
they did not learn to get along they would be terminated. The Assistant 0C

Manager stated that this counselling did not merely pertain to the argument

which resulted in the threat, but a series of confrontations between the
two that culminated in complaints from the gC inspectors in the section
that the relationship between their supervisors was causing confusion and

friction among the section members. The Assistant gC Manager admitted

calling the gC Supervisor and his assistant into his office and after
discussing their problems, having both men sign a memorandum indicating
that their problems had been resolved..

The gC Oirector, gC Manager and Assistant gC Manager all denied ever being ,

told by the gC Supervisor or other gC inspectors in the section that they
had been threatened with termination by the Assistant gC Supervisor. The

Assistant gC Manager indicated that if this had been brought to their
attention it would have resulted in a thorough investigation of the matter..

All three gC managers denied that the gC Supervisor's demotion was the
result of his going to the NRC and maintained that it was based strictly on

his poor performance as a supervisor.

The PGLE gA Supervisor, who handled the gC Supervisor's Hotline complaint>
indicated that the matter was not pursued as the intimidation and harass-

ment of a gC inspector. He indicated that when he received a memorandum

from the H.P. Foley Company indicating that the gC Supervisor and his
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assIstant had reso%d their probIems, he Interview% the IIC Supervisor,

who claimed that he was satisfied with the manner in which his complaint

was handled. In addition, the PGKE gA Supervisor related that the gC

Supervisor never mentioned to him that gC inspectors in his section had

been threatened by his assistant; therefore, this matter was never investi-
. gated.

The Assistant gC Supervisor was interviewed and admitted having an argument

with the gC Supervisor over the scheduling of overtime. He further
admitted using vulgarity during the argument and attempting to intimidate
the gC Supervisor to the point that he would not interfere in his (Assis-
tant qC Supervisor's) work area. However, he denied threatening any gC

inspector in his section but admitted that he did counsel a few of them and

attempted to have two others terminated.
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